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The concept of artists or architects working as designers for industry has been
with us at least since the early nineteenth
century, becoming quite common from
the Aesthetic period into the early years
of the twentieth century . Britain, Austria,
Germany and France have many examples. Peter Behrens, the first of the legendary German designers , began as a
painter. Sculptors such as Jean Puifon;:at
and Edgar Brandt were quite a feature
of French industrial design in the 1920s.
Yet today there are few artists working
with industry. They have been almost
totally displaced by industrial designers,
members of a new profession which first
flowered in America in the 1930s,
imposing its 'Modern' functionalist vision
on the world . As design became the tool
of business, the designer became an
adjunct of the marketing department.
Then, in the 1980s a new generation of
designers rejected the idea of form following function and injected humour
and a greater sense of individuality into
design.
Today, as we begin to re-appreciate
regional differences, some countries see
using artists as designers for industry as
a way to get more local animation into
their products. Here, where there is considerable need for definably Australian
products of quality to combat the market
hegemony of the Italians, Germans and
Japanese, some artists-particularly
artist-craftsmen-are being persuaded to
turn their attention to designing for
industry . While some use the latest technology to take the frustration out of the
translation from one medium to another,
others are finding that the existing technology cannot meet their requirements
and are setting out to research and develop computer software packages that will.
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A challenging project with interesting results and unlimited potential is proceeding
in Western Australia. Jill Smith and the Perth manufacturing firm of Bristile Fine
China have been working together since 1989. The firm employs 150 staff and
has contracted five local artist-designers and one from interstate. Bristile is the only
Australian manufacturer of tableware for cafes and restaurants. In the late 1980s
the firm modernised and moved into supplying quality hotels and resorts (including
the new Parliament House in Canberra-unfortunately
the latter project was before
the development of the artists' program and the Canberra designs merely feature the
coat-of-arms).
A collaborative project between the firm and the Craft Department at the West
Australian Institute of Technology, now ~urtin University of Technology, produced
first the Macquarie and then the Simpson collections-twelve
new tableware
designs now in production. This has given Stuart Knott, Bristile's managing director,
the confidence to branch out into the domestic market in the 1990s.
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The Macquarie Collection came about through the mediation of the Craft Council of
W estern A ustra lia w hich hoped to entice Bristile to use local potters as designers or
artists-in-residence . The firm responded by sponsoring an exhibition of ceramics in
1987 and there the matter rested . However , when Bristile decided to develop a
new chinaware line to cater for five-star hotels, they approached the Craft Council
for introductions to artist-designers. The company required sophisticated decoration
to enhance the three-dimensional shapes the factory mouldmakers had already
developed . It was essentially a two-dimensional exercise for the designers.
Bristile' s brief was to produce something distinctly Australian. It was seeking an
ambience reflecting Austra"lia-the colours, vibrancy and light-yet with a simplicity
allowing the chef to display the food-because , as the Bristile spokesman of the
time explained , the chef considered himself an artist too .
The Craft Council put forward three names. Desigris by Jill Smith and Anne Neil
were selected for market research and were laboriously translated by the company's
graphic people into five-colour decals for application to the china . Smith's Lammas
Australisand Botany and Neil's Nautiluswere the results. Smith's two designs have
proved popular due to the local character of the artwork based on Western
Australian wildflowers .
Despite being a bold design with strong colouring, Lammas Australishas been
adapted to the needs of the industry as part of the Macquarie Collection . The full
pattern is seen only on the display plate, with the rest of the service restricted to a
border design of eucalyptus blossom, stems and leaves on a background filled with
firebush. The large display plate features lsopogon Latifoliusand Eucalyptus
Preissiana.The gnarled quality of the calyx acts as a counterpoint to the delicacy of
the crowded stamens of the blossoms. Surprisingly, the disparate elements combine
into a harmonious composition . Because the design captures the rugged beauty of
the native plants, the service is popular in quality restaurants which wish to promote
an Australian ethos .
Also popular has been the Botany design featuring more abstract Australian flora
clustered on one side of a rim and counterpointed by a meandering pink line.
Newer designs, Macrocarpa and illyarie, also use· imagery of Western Australian
eucalypts . These have a much more economical use of pattern and are less imposing.
In the ceramics industry, colour separations are not done by a scanning process as
in printing . Instead, a time-consuming and limiting hand-process is used to create
decals which can be applied to the china . Both colour and accurate definition are
hard to achieve , creating d ifficulties in realising the original intention.
Jill Smith found the early translations of her work most frustrating. Some colours are
almost impossible to reproduce and adaptations had to be made. What looked
attractive on paper seemed less so on the china . The process of adaptation became
a learning experience both for Smith and the company staff-a challenge which
both met with enthusiasm.
Smith's designs proved popular and when Bristile commissioned designs from three
artists the following year, Jill Smith was one of them. Her finely-honed graphic skills
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were an advantage in developing the ideas, but she found the repetitive work of
painting up the colourways distinctly boring and determined to find a better way of
designing for industry . She realised she needed to find a design tool which allowed
her to link directly into the production process.
Computers were, of course, the link and this was where the real challenges and
frustrations began . The relationship between the line she wished to make, the
onscreen image and the printout, were not as close as was necessary. Pantone
colour, the most reliable of the computer colours, did not relate to the Bristile palette
and even the six-million-tone palette of an expensive textiles program was not able
to deliver what she required .
The result has been trips interstate and overseas seeking parts to the jigsaw she was
building. A computer-aided design course in Adelaide in 1991, sponsored by the
Australian Network for Art and Technology, proved particularly useful and turned
Smith into a crusader for artists' access to computer technology.
The particular tool she found at the Adelaide course is called Computer Design
Incorporated (CDI) which had been developed for the textile and footwear industry in America. It is a comprehensive paint and imaging program with the ability to
visualise quickly a variety of colourways and make separations. She felt its ability to
visualise designs in realistic simulation had potential for the ceramics industry and
experimented, during a link-up trip to Singapore, with the design MilleniumGraffiti.
As it turned out, the two-dimensional program was also interactive with a threedimensional version-a benefit when she came to design new forms.
Because the American CDI three-dimensional program is not available in Western
Australia, Smith mostly works with a three~dimensional program called ALIAS which
can be linked to other technology, such as NC (numerically-coded machining). It is
able to be read by sterio-lithography to make prototype models which can then be
refined before being taken to the manufacturing sector. This gives the artist far more
control over the industrial process. Her new form Blackboy has been developed in
this fashion. Smith uses a computer generated screen image to simulate the threedimensional forms to experiment with the placement of the decoration.
By the time of the Sixth National Ceramics Conference in Brisbane last year, Smith
was an enthusiast and wanted to encourage others. She called for a co-operative
effort to link 'isolated pockets of excellence', saying that 'unless artists take up the
challenge of working with the new technologies ... (design) is going to be left to the
mercy of those who control these expensive and exclusive mediums'.
Smith received an Australia Council grant to assist in the development of the computer software necessary to achieve her goals of marrying art to industry and technology . She will travel overseas this year seeking expertise in the use of specific
colours and their translation to the ceramics industry. In the current program, the
computer print-out, an additive colour technology, rarely matches the on-screen
image, which is a subtractive technology. Her aim, she says, 'is to put together a
design tool which will allow me to make accurate statements, eliminating the frustration of interpretation from one medium to another'.

Above: Computer screen image and a three-dimensional

software package developing ribbed shapes for the
Blockboy range
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Left: Separation of beige from Millenium Graffiti
1991
Below: Computer printout of Millenium Graffiti.

In the currentprograms the computer printout, on
additive colour technology, rarely matches the
onscreen image which is a subtractive
technology. Compare this with the computer
screen image of Millenium Graffiti on the
opposite page.
Bottom: A variety of colourwoys for Millenium
Graffitiseen on the computer screen.

She finds being on the leading edge exciting and challenging, but it is also worrying. One concern is the lack of access for artists to the very expensive computers
and software needed to design for industry. Another is the limitations of available
commercial software, requiring the artist either to work with a computer expert to reprogram when problems are encountered, or to take time and money to learn how
to program a computer in order to write one's own. She wants links to be forged
between artists and computer technicians. Technicians at Curtin University of
Technology have been of great assistance to her, particularly in developing the
placement of darts in complicated decals to allow them to fit a contoured surface.
Smith teaches art part-time at a girls' college in Perth. She graduated in 1976 from
WAIT, now Curtin University of Technology, with an Associateship in Fine Art. Her
major was painting with printmaking as a minor option and in 1977-8 she went on
to a post-graduate diploma in education. This allowed her to undertake elective
units in ceramics. Since 1979 she has practised as an artist-potter using clayforms
as a canvas . Smith's first encounter with Bristile was in 1987 when she purchased
bisque ware on which to paint still-lifes in editions for an exhibition. She finds the
attitude which ranks artists according to the medium they employ unacceptable,
and was using the Crafts Council of WA's Challenges exhibition to make the point
that painting can also be a craft . Her work is represented in public collections,
including that of the Art Gallery of WA.
Smith has an alter ego, a craftswoman Blanche Blancmange whom she
describes as a prostitute, who made commercial ranges of pottery which she sold
through the Ten-moko co-operative some years ago. Blanche helped Jill Smith the
artist make the transition to designer for industry! Bristile provided the opportunity,
making way for a successful collaboration between artist and industry that has seen
each stimulate and learn from the other . More of this and Australia may yet be
recognised as a 'designing country'.

Dorothy Erickson

